
Your Help Is Urgently 
Needed! 

 
A Letter from CEWR's President... 

 

Dear Neighbors, 
 
Your generous support to the Coalition for Equitable Water 
Rates (CEWR) in past rate cases made it possible for us to now 
contemplate fighting again.  However, in all honesty, we cannot 
afford to simply deliberate...we must act. 
  
Canyon Lake Water Service Company (CLWSC) has appealed 
the decision from the last case and has made it known that they 
want at least another $1,000,000 from us through the 
appeal.  Secondly, CEWR is currently fighting the most recent 
23.1% increase. 
   
Bottom line − we need funding for our attorney and possibly an experienced rate 
consultant to do battle on both fronts.  This e-mail is not so much to update you, but to 
ask you to please donate again to help support this fight, because to turn our backs 
and walk away...is not an option. 
 
WHAT DID YOUR SUPPORT ACCOMPLISH IN THE PAST? 

Your support in the past has resulted in your household not paying an additional 25% on 
your water bill to CLWSC from April 15, 2011 through December 2, 2013, a period of 
over 31 months. There is also a longer term savings impact as a result of CEWR's efforts, 
but they are not quantified here due to various complexities.  
 
Thank you for your conscious decision to not let a California monopoly have their way in 
Texas. A fair and reasonable water rate is a Texas right, so here is what CEWR needs 
to fight the good and effective fight - a $35 donation.  Why not ask for more?  Two 

reasons:  First, we don't have as much room to reduce rates this time with a 23.1 % 
increase, as compared to a 71% increase last time.Second, we will work diligently to 
leverage our opposition by strategic association with the newly recreated Texas Office 
of Public Utility Counsel that is slated to represent customers in water rate increases.  We 
believe this is a savvy move because water rate case oversight is moving from the TCEQ 
to the Texas Public Utility Commission. 
INITIAL STRATEGY 

 
Our initial plan will focus on resolute negotiation with CLWSC.  This will begin in earnest 
immediately.   Due to the complexities involved in the CLWSC case filing, we must begin 
formidable work now with an attorney, and possibly a rate consultant. 
 
Please feel free to contact me at paulgraf@gvtc.com at any time.  We hope you will help 
us again by immediately going to our site's Home Page at www.cewr.net.  Once there, 
you will easily locate the "CONTRIBUTE" area and button for your donation. Remember, 
each click of the button helps to loosen that monopoly's hold on our lives. 
  
With Sincere Gratitude for your consideration, 
Paul Graf 
CEWR President 
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If you have already donated, 

THANK YOU; we appreciate your  

 

 


